
GA + AXURE WORKSHOP



AGENDA

‣ The Situation 
‣ Project Brief 
‣ Persona, scenario & tasks 
‣ Functional flow diagram 
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CONTACT

STAY IN TOUCH!

‣ @axurerp 
‣ contactus@axure.com 
‣ @GA 
‣ @GA_Seattle 
‣ @designandthink 
‣ designthinking.boutique
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THE SITUATION

OVERVIEW

‣ You are a UX/UI designer working for a mid-sized technology company 
that designs custom, web-based Human Resources (HR) applications 
for businesses. 

‣ You have recently been placed on a team designing a new HR portal 
for a large tech company with headquarters in the greater Los Angeles 
area. 

‣ This team uses Axure for creating clickable prototypes.
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PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW

YOUR ASSIGNMENT

‣ On your first day working with this team, you are given a project brief, 
persona, scenario, tasks, asset library, rough draft of a dashboard 
screen, and system diagram from your Project Manager (PM), UX 
Researcher, and Information Architect (IA). 

‣ You are expected to create a clickable prototype using Axure for the 
flow presented to you by the end of the day (EOD).
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GA + AXURE

PROJECT BRIEF
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PROJECT BRIEF

‣ Our client is a large tech company with headquarters in the greater 
Los Angeles area. 

‣ They have hired us to build a new HR portal that allows young, 
talented, technically inclined professionals to self serve on majority of 
HR related issues. 

‣ They are competing for talent with a number of other tech companies, 
and they are working to refresh, rebrand, and update their company 
culture, including their internal applications, so that they can attract 
this talent. 
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PROJECT BRIEF

‣ Our client wants their employees to have just as much fun marking off 
vacation days in the HR portal as they do booking their 
accommodations on AirBnb.  

‣ They also want basic changes, like updating an address, to take as little 
time as possible and be as self-evident as possible so that their 
employees can be empowered to take care of administrative tasks 
painlessly and quickly get back to the work they love. 
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PROJECT BRIEF

‣ Our client is also hoping that by creating an easy to use, easy to 
understand, beautifully designed, web-based HR portal, they will cut 
down on the HR department’s workload and reduce the need to hire 
additional HR employees as their company grows. 

‣ Lastly, our client has always cared deeply about their employees, and 
they want to keep that value and continue taking good care of their 
people as their company grows. They want this feeling to be conveyed 
in their HR portal.
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DEMO OVERVIEW

‣ Aims:  
‣ Our aim is to create an Axure workshop that gets design 

professionals in the Seattle area excited about using Axure as their 
prototyping software and GA as a resource for tech education. 

‣ Values:  
‣ Collaboration, education, community building (especially within the 

tech and start up domains); love of good design and innovation
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MISSION



‣ Sept. 28th, 2015, 6:30 - 9 pm at GA Seattle 
‣ Students will learn how to create a web-based, clickable prototype with 

high interaction and visual fidelity and relevance in terms of current 
design patterns and trends using Axure. 

‣ Students will work from common design documentation, such as a 
project brief, persona, and design assets (including a widget library) to 
make the design scenario realistic and to teach sound UX techniques.
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‣ GA and Axure introductions 
‣ Including contact information 

‣ Give students UX/UI design documentation including widget library 
‣ Build web-based application 

‣ Employee side of HR website 
‣ Log In flow 
‣ Change of address
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‣ Qualitative Success Measures 
‣ Quantitative Success Measures
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METRICS
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PERSONA, SCENARIO, 
TASKS
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PERSONA

AILEEN OKADA- PERSONAL
‣ 28 years old 
‣ BS in Informatics from UC Riverside 
‣ Loves Sushi 
‣ Apple user, at home and at work 

‣ iPhone 6 
‣ iPad Air 
‣ MacBook Air
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PERSONA

AILEEN OKADA- PROFESSIONAL
‣ Works as a UX/UI designer for a large 

tech company in the Greater Los 
Angeles area 

‣ Just bought her first condo and needs 
to update her address with her 
employer. 

‣ She remembers that her company just 
rolled out a new HR portal for 
employees. She’s going to try to 
update her address using this system.
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PERSONA

AILEEN OKADA - NEEDS & WANTS
‣ Doesn’t want to spend a lot of time 

logging in and navigating. 
‣ Wants to get it and get it done. 
‣ Doesn’t have much patience for poorly 

designed systems (she does it for a 
living) 

‣ For the harder topics, like which 
benefits package to pick, she would 
like info on the site, but this info will 
only augment. For the tougher things, 
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PERSONA

AILEEN OKADA - ACCESS & UPDATE INFO
‣ Email: aileen.okada@largetech.co 
‣ Password: Sushi1001 
‣ Old Address: 1512 Seahorse Lane, 

Culver City, CA 90232 
‣ New Address:103 Ida Ave, Unit #405, 

Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
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SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS
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NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

PRE SIGN IN STATE

SIGNED IN STATE

Pay Time Off Benefits Help Contact HR Sign OutSettings

Dashboard

Sign In
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USER FLOW
SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

PRE SIGN IN STATE SIGNED IN STATE

Change 
Address

PRE SIGN IN STATEPRE SIGN IN STATE

Confirm 
Address 
Change

Sign OutSettingsDashboardSign In Sign In
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SIGN IN
SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

Submit

Correct username 
and password, 
pass to signed in 
state

Case 1 Case 2
Incorrect 
username  
and password, 
error message
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ADDRESS CHANGE
SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

Saved Address On click, text passes to, “to change address”

Save Button On click, “to change address” text passes to “saved address” text

Cancel On click, revert to last “saved address” text


